
Prayer Points  

24/7 Prayer Aug 21-Sep 29, 2017 

 

1. Holocaust Survivors in Israel, and worldwide, to embrace their lost 
heritage and hear from their Messiah. 

Many of the Survivors of the Holocaust lost their parents and family during the war.  Some were raised by 
Gentiles.  Consequently many of them know little about their Jewish heritage.  We are introducing their 
own scriptures to them and encouraging them to seek their Messiah. 

2. Israel and her People to be kept safe by the Almighty God, the Shomer of Israel, who neither 
slumbers nor sleeps. 

Israel has been surrounded by enemies since before she became a nation, persecuted for thousands of 
years before that and is once again threatened in a very significant way.  ISIS is dying out but IRAN is 
stepping into their footprints.   Hezbollah in Lebanon at the northern border is arming to attack.  Syria, 
backed by Iran, is preparing for war.  Gaza is always prepared to begin a new fight.  Judea and Samaria, 
Jerusalem, and the surrounding areas are on edge due to terrorist attacks.  We need to pray for the 
peace of Jerusalem (Psalm 122) and pray for the Great King to protect His People. 

3. Veterans of US & Israel connect and meet the Holocaust Survivors in Israel; Those who Fight 
Wars meeting the Victims of War and healing together. 

AHI has a vision we believe is from Abba, our Heavenly Father.  It is our desire to bring 
Veterans from the USA to meet Veterans of ISRAEL, and bring them together, come to 
embrace the Holocaust Survivors in Israel.  They all have some things in common.  
One is war.  The second is the resulting trauma often called PTSD.  Veterans fought 
the wars, Survivors experienced the wars.  They both need healing. 

The Veterans Program through AHI, directed by SGM “Hal” Lyon, is gearing up to take this 
project on.  We need your prayer, Guardians of this Hope. 

4.To secure a building, Community House of Peace, in the heart of Akko, Israel                                  

We have given notice of intent to purchase a building now available in the center of Akko.  Close to public 
transportation, markets and shopping, Mediterranean Sea… This building is all new and built handicap 
accessible making it perfect for Holocaust Survivors and Wounded Warriors of the Veterans. 

a.) to house Survivors without family 

Intent is to be family to Survivors who do not have family.  One floor dedicated for their living space. 

b.) lodging for visiting Veterans and Volunteers 

Enough rooms to allow for visiting Veterans and Volunteers.  Meeting Survivors and assisting with their 
care, bring them joy, home renovations, events, etc. This work would assist Survivors throughout Israel. 

c.) partner with other organizations; offer the building as shared distribution center and events 

There are other organizations of various types that help Holocaust Survivors in Israel but most care for 
those in one area.  AHI has contact with Survivors in 20 different cities.  We wish to partner with others, 
open the opportunity for them to bless the Survivors in the north, using this building for distribution and 
assistance by others.  We are not interested to work alone.  We want to work together. 



5. Funding to fulfill what we feel is God's Heart; giving assistance to His Holocaust Survivors 

a) Continue to provide the Survivors with their scriptures on a hand held solar battery unit with either 

Psalms and Proverbs or the entire Old Testament, in their language.  These cost about $35 each.  Now 

that their eyes are dim and they cannot read well, what a joy to see them listening with eyes wide!  We 

need funding for this project. 

b) Survival Packs now being formed by the Veterans Program of AHI.  These packs are geared for elderly, 

for Survivors who cannot reach a bomb shelter in time when the sirens in Israel sound.  The average 

time needed to reach a shelter is 30 seconds.  Some Survivors have no shelters.  This pack will provide 

72 hours of emergency gear in case they are trapped in rubble of their building after it being hit with a 

rocket.  Our goal is to give them to every Survivor in danger. 

c) Personal assistance is a huge need of the Survivors.  Cleaning, shopping, renovations, errands, visit to 

the doctor, financial needs for medical care, visitation and relationship for mental & emotional needs. 

Maintaining the AHI Adoption Program, bringing the Survivors new families from around the world; 

fostering new relationships and fighting their depression. 

d) A variety of projects ongoing and in need of funding to maintain.  Each one is geared to bring joy and 

assistance to Survivors. 

e) Volunteer Program, International Youth Volunteers, Voluntouring all needing support; van, petrol, 

public transportation, cost of events 

d) Beit Shalom – our current lodging for Volunteers, sleeps up to 12 people.  Small events held here and 

daily prayer for the Holocaust Survivors and AHI.  Rent, utilities, taxes, etc are another financial need. 

e) Community House of Peace: This building is currently for sale.  We are praying God keeps His Hand on 

it to preserve it for us.  The cost is a total of $6 million (sale, taxes, 

legal fees).  It is a very large building with 56 bedrooms (each sleep 

two, window, air conditioning, private handicap accessible 

bathroom), very large event room, security, elevators, offices, 

kitchen, laundry and more.  Every part of this building is handicap 

accessible.  The outside is covered in Jerusalem stone and has 

dedicated parking.  It is a beautiful opportunity. 

Community House of Peace also has a future beyond the current need.  When the Survivors have passed 

on, there are others in need of help from trauma.  The children of the Survivors, victims of terror, and 

especially the wounded and traumatized Veterans- whom we will always have with us as long as there 

are wars.  This building is to be dedicated to them all. 

Thank you for joining us on this 40 day prayer journey for Israel and her People.  
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